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V

Luuk Huitink

"THERE WAS A RIVER ON THEIR LEFT-HAND SIDE"

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, ARRIVAL SCENES, REFLECTOR NARRATIVE

AND THE EVOLVING LANGUAGE OF GREEK HISTORIOGRAPHY

Abstract

This contribution is concerned with the use of 'reflector mode narrative'

in arrival scenes in Xenophon's Anabasis, in which landscape
descriptions are filtered through the consciousness of characters
inside the story. Intended as a broader contribution to the 'grammar
of narrative voice' in Greek prose, it establishes the linguistic
characteristics of this mode of narration, contrasts it with other ways of
telling stories in Greek historiography, the 'teller mode' and 'zero
grade' narrative, and suggests that Xenophon's use of it in the Anabasis
is more sustained, calculated, and linguistically grounded than that of
his predecessors. Finally, it briefly considers the relation between
modern theorizing on reflector mode narrative and ancient reading
habits, as encapsulated by the term êvàpysia.

Il n'était resté enfant que sur un point: ce qu'il avait vu
était-ce une bataille, et en second lieu, cette bataille était-
elle Waterloo? Pour la première fois de sa vie il trouva du
plaisir à lire; il espérait toujours trouver dans les journaux,
ou dans les récits de la bataille, quelque description qui lui
permettrait de reconnaître les lieux qu'il avait parcourus à

la suite du maréchal Ney, et plus tard avec l'autre général.
(Stendhal, La Chartreuse de Parme, 1839, Part I, Ch. 3)

In Stendhal's masterpiece, La Chartreuse de Parme, the young
and naïve Fabrice Del Dongo more or less accidentally stumbles
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onto the battlefield at Waterloo. After he runs into troops of
Marshal Ney and joins them, he experiences what he - and,
thanks to Stendhal's skill in presenting the narrative through
Fabrice's eyes, the reader as well - perceives as an incomprehensible

and chaotic series of seemingly unrelated incidents,
which ultimately leave him wounded in his leg. Some time
later, in order better to understand what happened to him,
Fabrice starts consulting historiographical accounts of the battle,
which detail what took place where, and so might enable him
one day to return to Waterloo and identify the places where he

fought on that fateful day.1 At the same time, Stendhal (who
was himself a veteran of several Napoleonic campaigns) no doubt
intended his readers to redect on how historiographical accounts
tend to distort the actual experience of battle, making it all

seem much 'cleaner', logical, and inevitable than it appeared
to the participants at the time. Stendhal, it has been argued,
makes clear that the "static and impersonal description" of battle
often found in historiography is incapable of conveying its realities

- in contrast, of course, to Stendhal's own "dynamic, vivid
and living narrative".2

If this is so, Stendhal engages with a debate about the aims
and methods of history writing whose roots stretch back to
Antiquity. As Jonas Grethlein has shown, ancient historians

were keenly aware of, and variously negotiated, the competing
claims of 'experience' and 'teleology'.3 Some, that is, were more
concerned with transmitting something of 'what it was like' to
live through certain past events (this does not mean, of course,
that their view of 'what it was like' is not the result of historical
reconstruction), while others adopted a more analytical and

explanatory stance, imposing a clear order and evaluation on

1 Cf. Fabrice's wish (Part I, Ch. 9): "je voudrais, avant de mourir, aller revoir
le champ de bataille de Waterloo, et tâcher de reconnaître la prairie où je fus si

gaiement enlevé de mon cheval et assis par terre".
2 Coe (1985) 18; see also the brilliant chapter, "Fabrizio at Waterloo", by

Chiaromonte (1985) 1-16.
3 Grethlein (2013); see now also Domainko (2018).
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things with the benefit of hindsight — though most historians
did both at various points. Indeed, Lisa Hau claims that one
defining trait of Greek historical narratives is that they alternate
between "two narratorial modes, one of them remote and giving

an illusion of transparency, the other personal, involved
and strongly argumentative".4 On a more fine-grained linguistic

level, both Albert Rijksbaron and Rutger Allan have recently
argued that one concrete way in which Greek historians (among
them Thucydides and Xenophon) effect a quality of 'experien-
tiality' or 'transparency' is by means of inserting passages of
'substitutionary perception', in which the narrator momentarily
substitutes the perception of a character for that of himself -
much as Stendhal does when he filters the Waterloo narrative
in La Chartreuse de Parme through the eyes of Fabrice.5

The present chapter takes up the notion of 'substitutionary
perception' as introduced by Rijksbaron and Allan and develops

it in four ways in order to make a point about the style,

texture, and novelty ofXenophon's Anabasis (which will be my
main corpus) and to make a multifaceted methodological
contribution to 'the grammar of narrative voice' in Greek.6 First,
I will set 'substitutionary perception' in the wider context of
Franz K. Stanzel's narratological concept of 'mediacy' and its

subcategories, the 'reflector' and 'teller' narrative modes (the
former being more or less equivalent to 'substitutionary perception');

'mediacy' seems to me to be a particularly useful tool in
describing the various ways in which Greek historians shape

4 Hau (2014) 259.
5 Rijksbaron (2012) (2018) 133-169; Allan (2013) 377-382. The term

'substitutionary perception' derives from a classic essay by Fehr (1938). There is
also Barker's (1997), (2007) distinction between a 'mimetic' and a 'diegetic
mode' of narration in Thucydides, as chiefly determined by the use of the imperfect

or aorist as the main narrative tense. Bakker's 'mimetic' mode, however,
cannot be equated with 'substitutionary perception', but is a different way of
heightening the experiential dimension of narrative, which I will leave to one side;
see the remarks of Allan (2013) 383-384.

6 The term is Willi's (2017) 233: "so far, we do not have anything that could
be described as a 'grammar of narrative voice' in Greek".
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their stories. Secondly, I will analyse the main linguistic
features of the reflector and teller modes by tracing their
manifestations in one specific context, namely 'arrival scenes' in
Xenophon's Anabasis. Arrival scenes, which describe how an

army on the march reaches a stopping place, are one of the
'stock events' that make up much of Greek historiographical
discourse.7 My focus on arrival scenes serves to make a broader

point, which I will elaborate in the third part of the chapter:
by making one of the recurring stock events the basis of
linguistic analysis it becomes possible to compare different
articulations of it in a fairly systematic way, both synchronically and

diachronically. In the fourth section, I will consider the
historical dimension of reflector narrative from a different angle,
by reading it against the background of the ancient rhetorical

concept of ëvapysLoc. It seems to me that the conclusions drawn
by modern linguists and narratologists gain force if it can be

shown that they are not entirely alien to what we know about
ancient reading habits.

1. 'Mediacy' and narrative's Nullstufe

While many narrative theorists define narrative in terms of
sequences of events, Stanzel introduced the concept of 'mediacy'

(Mittelbarkeit) to underline the crucial fact that narratives

are represented sequences of events and as such by definition
mediated through a given (usually verbal) medium.8 'Mediacy'
furthermore focuses attention on the fact that the representation

is inevitably shaped by the agency of whoever is doing the

representing. Narrative, that is, is a way of organizing data into

7 Others might be 'crossing a mountain', 'deployment of troops', 'scattered
foragers being attacked', etc. For this way of approaching Greek historiographical
narrative, see Hau (2014) (she provides a catalogue of'stock events' on pp. 246-
250); Lendon (2017).

8 See Stanzel (s2008) 15-21. See also the explication of the concept by
Alber / Fludernik in The Living Handbook ofNarratology.
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a chain of cause and effect, of selecting and drawing connections

between narrated events, and of explaining, interpreting,
and evaluating them; 'mediacy' is the signature of this activity.
In the account of Stanzel's pupil, Monika Fludernik, narrative

operates through the projection of a 'consciousness'; for her,
narrative is in the first place the result of a perceptual activity
that represents and explains human experience.9

Building on earlier well-known distinctions such as those
between 'telling' and 'showing' or between vision après and
vision avec, Stanzel distinguishes two basic ways in which
'mediacy' may manifest itself in narrative; these are best understood

as ideal types, with actual narratives usually displaying
mixed forms.10 Either the story is mediated by a narrator who
openly acts as the teller of the tale ('teller mode') or it is filtered
through a 'reflector character' who does not so much seem to
tell and interpret, as to directly perceive and experience the

happenings in the storyworld ('reflector mode'). Stanzel

suggests that the 'reflector mode' invites the reader to perceive the
narrative existents and events through the eyes of the reflector
character and to that extent produces a veiled mediacy or,
rather, 'the illusion of immediacy' ("die Illusion der
Unmittelbarkeit").11 In Fludernik's model of narrative as built on the

mediating function of a 'consciousness', 'teller mode' narratives

are mediated by the consciousness of a narrator and 'reflector
mode' narratives by that of a protagonist.12

Before elaborating on this point, it will be helpful to point
out that Stanzel distinguishes different gradations of 'mediacy'.
Fie uses book summaries, chapter headings, and outlines to
establish a 'zero grade' (Nullstufe) of 'mediacy' and hence of
narrative.13 Examples of such texts are "In the Iliad Hector
kills Patroclus and Achilles kills Hector", or, from the table of

9 Fludernik (1996).
10 Stanzel (1981) 5-7, (82008) 21-24.
11 Stanzel (82008) 16.
12 Fludernik (1996) 12, 50.
13 Stanzel (82008) 39-67.
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contents of Henry Fielding's Tom Jones, "Chapter ii. - In which
Mr Jones receives many friendly visits during his confinement;
with some fine touches of the passion of love, scarce visible to
the naked eye". Texts like these do not necessarily lack sequen-
tiality or logical connections between events, but they do lack

most signs of a mediating instance at pains to establish such

connections. In a sense, they are mere lists of events, while
cancelling the dynamics of 'mediacy', that is, the sorts of
organizing/perceptual activities that turn the bare backbone of a story
into an interesting narrative. Importantly, an (apparently
universal) marker of summaries and related text-types is the use of
the present tense. Stanzel plausibly interprets the present as

marking the absence of 'mediacy': in summaries, events are
established or referred to in a factual or general way (as something

"sachlich-allgemein Existierendes", in Stanzel's words),
but they are not narrated. The present tense is a sign that we
are dealing with a 'story-minus-mediation'.14

As it happens, the consequences of a lack of mediacy can be

beautifully illustrated with reference to the earliest Greek prose
authors ofwhom we have knowledge: most of the extant longer
fragments of the early mythographers present stories that come
close to the 'zero grade' of narrative; consider for instance the

following passages from Acusilaus of Argos (fl. ante 490) and

Pherecydes of Athens (fl. c. 465):15

Kaivvji. Sè TTji 'EXaTOU puaysTat IIoa<s>i.§<s>a>v ëneircx. (où yàp
aùrrji. ispov 7iaï§aç [[t]] tsxsv out' si; sxsivou out' si; aXXou

oùSsvoç) 7totsI aùrfjv IIoc7s[i.]Sscüv avSpa aTpa>[ro]v, [£]eryùv

syovTa [[xs]yl[(t]t[7]1v twv àvOpWTiwv twv tots, xai ots tiç
aÙTOv xsvTOtY] (jdhfjpbx 7] yaXxok, rjXiaxeTO paXiaTa ypY]fxdc-

tcov. xai yivsTai. ßaaiXsu? oûtoç Aa7u0swv xai toïç KsvTaùpotç
jroXep-éeaxe. sïtsira aTYjaaç àx6v|riov sv àyopyji. toùtoh xsXsùst
Gùstv, Gsoï]Gi S' oùxv]s | xs[...]. Zsùç iSwv aÙT[ov Ta]ÙTa 7ioiio-
VTa àTtsiXsï xai syoppSi toÙç KsvTaùpouç- xàxs[ï]voi. aÙTOv

14 Stanzel (82008) 42-43.
15 In relevant passages I print imperfects/pluperfects in bold, underline

presents/perfects. and italicize aorists.
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xaTaxo-rcToumv opGiov xaTa xal avcoGsv 7isTpY]v s7ii.ti.6sïcti.v

cr/jjxa, xal àxoOvfoxsi. (Acus. fr. 22, iii, 56-83 EGM, with
adjusted supplement àxov[ri.ov Gsoîjen. by Grenfell / Hunt)

"Poseidon sleeps with Kaine, the daughter of Elatos. Next (for it
was not permitted by law and custom for him to have children
from him or from anyone else), Poseidon turns her into a man,
one who cannot be wounded and with the greatest strength of
all men then alive, and whenever someone attacked him with
iron or bronze, he was always utterly destroyed. And this man
becomes king of the Lapiths and fought regularly with the
Centaurs. Next, having set up a spear in the market-place he orders
that sacrifices be made to it. But the gods (did not allow/like it?).
Having noticed that he is doing these things, Zeus threatens him
and incites the Centaurs against him. And they hammer him
upright down into the earth, and put a rock over him as a marker,
and he dies."

o 8' 'HpaxXvjç sàxstou én auvov to to^ov cbç ßaXöv, xal o

"HXioç <8siaat;> TrauaaerOai. xgXgugL. ô 8è {Ssleraç} TraugTai.
"HXioç 8è àvvl toutou SIScoaiv aÛTÔk to Sénat; to ypuasov, o

auTov ècpôpei aùv zaïç ltztzolç, ènàjv Suvvp, 8ià toü 'Qxsavoü ty)v
vuxTa Tipoç ècotYjv, lv' àvlcTYsi {o yjXioç}. lïtsiTa 7iopsusTai. 'Hpa-
xXvjç êv TWi Sénaï toutox èç ty)v 'EpuGsiav. xal otô 8vj êv tox
TrsXàysi., 'Qxsavoç Trsiptûpsvoç aÙTOÛ xupalvsi. to Sénat; <pavTa-
^opsvoç- o 8è Toljsustv aÙTOV ué/J.si- xal aÙTOV Seîcraç 'Qxsavoç
—a.'jCTafjOai. xsXsusc (Pherec. Ath. fr. 18a EGM)

"Heracles aims his bow at him [Helius] in order to shoot him,
and Helius, afraid, orders him to desist. He desists. In return,
Helius gives him the gold goblet, which used to carry him and his
horses, after he sets, through the Ocean by night to Dawn, where
[the sun] rises. Then Heracles travels in that goblet to Erytheia.
And while he was at sea, Oceanus, testing him, tosses the goblet
on the waves, making a big show. He is on the verge of shooting
him with his bow, and Oceanus, afraid, orders him to desist."

I will here forego discussion of earlier stylistic analyses of this
skeletal prose, which have tended to cast the early mythographers
as unworthy inheritors of the epic tradition and insignificant
predecessors to Herodotus. I can do so all the more easily
because Robert Fowler has in recent years opened the way to
a fresh appreciation of the mythographers' achievement as sui
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generis,16 Using the tools of register studies and narratology,
Fowler persuasively argues that we should conceive of their
work as written, not oral or performed, texts. The mythogra-
phers produced what are essentially the first reference works or
encyclopaedias, whose primary purpose is to communicate
information to audiences at a distance (for instance, tragic poets
in search of a plot). In so doing, they pioneered a "pragmatic,
just-the-facts style" for telling myth, in which its content was

given in the form of bare stories and "isolated from everything
else that went with it in Greek society: the gathering of people,
the intimate links with ritual, the mimetic performance of
poets and actors, the authority of Muse and tradition".17

Fowler points out several broadly stylistic features in support
of his analysis, which can easily be understood in terms of
'mediacy' or, rather, a lack thereof.18 Many elements which
turn mere sequences of events into proper narratives are almost

entirely absent from the longer fragments of the mythographers.
There are, for instance, few signs of a narrator who orders
and evaluates events. First-person narratorial interventions and

stance-taking devices, such as 7tou "I think" or XeyeTai "it is

said", are a hallmark of Greek historiography, but they are
virtually absent from this earliest prose.19 In addition, events are

on the whole told in a strictly chronological order, with few
substantial analepses or prolepses; exceptions that confirm the
rule are the 'anticipatory' yap-clause at Acus. fr. 22,20 and the
undermarked analepsis b auxov scpopei... at Pherec. Ath. fr. 18a,
which soon peters out into a general statement about the course
of the sun: emrjv Suvyy, W iviayei. More generally, the
genealogical structure of works of mythography imposes a linear
order on the material, which sets them apart from the later

16 Fowler (2006), (2013) 706-710.
17 Fowler (2013) 707 and (2006) 44, respectively.
18 This and the following paragraph rely especially on FOWLER (2006) 40-43.
19 For a rare exception, see PHEREC. Syr. fr. 68 Schibli cpamv.
20 According to DENNISTON (21954) 70, 'anticipatory' yoip is itself an archaic

feature, more characteristic of Homer and Herodotus than of later prose.
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Greek tradition of historiography "that is obsessed with
causation".21 To a large extent, then, these seem to be texts
without a narrator.

Furthermore, most running fragments of early Greek mythog-
raphy do not present sequences of events on a broader canvas of
settings (spatial and temporal) and accompanying circumstances,

nor do they present them in terms of characters' perceptions,
emotions, plans, deliberations and so on. Thus, most fragments
display a rapid pace; scenic narrative, which evokes detailed and

life-like ('vivid') mental representations of persons, objects,
spaces, and actions, is almost entirely avoided. One can easily

imagine how a more leisurely narrative would elaborate the single

word cpavTaÇopevoç (Pherec. Ath. fr. 18a) into a gripping
ekphrasis of a storm or analyse Zeus' actions è.izeikeX and ècpop-

poh -roup Kevxaupoup (Acus. fr. 22) into component parts,
including directly reported speeches (perhaps delivered through
a divine messenger as in Homer) and the protagonists' reactions

to those speeches. In fact, these stories on the whole confine
themselves to reporting successive actions, while characters'
reasons or motives for undertaking those actions do not receive
much attention. Directly reported speeches, which give the
impression that we hear the characters speak and get to know
what is on their minds, are very rare in the extant fragments; the
non-mimetic forms of indirect speech or bare speech mention
(e.g. Acus. fr. 22 à—eLÀeï) are preferred, and even these seldom
occur.22 Moreover, while a character's perceptions or emotions
are occasionally briefly mentioned (Pherec. Ath. fr. 18a Semap

(x2) and, a bit more elaborately, Acus. fr. 22 IScov aùx[ov va]ûxa
TOHeovTa), full-blown clauses of what Mabel Lang has called

"participial motivation" ('A did Y, thinking/seeing/hoping/etc.
that Z'), which are absolutely characteristic of subsequent Greek

historiography, are almost completely absent.23

21 Hau (2014) 257.
22 Cf. Fowler (2006) 41-42.
23 See Lang (1995) for such structures. The only two full-blown instances in

early mythography are PHEREC. Ath. frr. 22a, 135 EGM.
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Most importantly, the synoptic nature of the fragments is

shown by the fact that the main vehicle for expressing successive

events is the present tense. Where it is not used, this is

because minimal forms of 'mediacy' enter the synopses. Examples

are brief explanations (Acus. fr. 22 où yàp 9jv), repeated
events (ots xsvtoit] rjXiaxszo: the perception of repetition

requires retrospection and so mediation), analepses (Pherec.
Ath. fr. 18a 6 ocûtov scpopei.: the imperfect is selected to prevent
the reader from taking ècpopsL as the next main event on the

storyline) and settings (ots St) ty ev twi —saxjsi). Interestingly,
the observed patterns are very much like those seen in the
chiefly present-tense hypotheseis of tragedies, which are of course
undoubtedly summaries.24 This interpretation of the prevalence
of the present tense in the extant fragments has been anticipated

by Willi's analysis of the 'historic present' as a marker of
what Emile Benveniste termed discours as opposed to récit.25

That analysis was also in part intended to replace earlier scholarly

attempts to get to grips with the present in early Greek

24 Cf. e.g. hyp. I Soph. OC: '0 èm KoXwvcji OESÎ7touç mjvv7)fj.fj.évoç ta'oc è<ru

TC[) Tupàvvtp. Tïjç yàp 7taTpîSoç èxTOawv ô OESitouç t)St) yepaiiç &v àcpixvstTai.

etç A0Y)vaç, ùno Tïjç 0uyaTpoç AvTiyovxjç yetpay<oyoûp.evoç. rçaav yàp tSv
àpaévwv <y.l 0y)Xetat> 7tepï tov 7taTÉpa cpiXoaTopyoTepai. àcpixvstTai. Sè etç lt0yj-
vaç xaxà 7ru06yp7)(TTov... [all other verbs also in present] "The Oedipus Coloneus
is somehow connected to the Tyrannus. For having been exiled from his fatherland,

Oedipus, who is by now an old man, arrives in Athens, led by the hand by
his daughter, Antigone. For his daughters were more affectionate towards their
father than his sons. He arrives in Athens at the injunction of the Pythian oracle.
The single imperfect crops up in an explanation of the background (yàp). Also
hyp. Ill Soph. Ant.: ...olç [those guarding Polynices' body] £7Ta7TsiXst 0âva-rov ô

Kpétov, et fj.7) tov touto SpâaavTa èÇeûpotev. oÛTOt tï)v xovtv tï)v è—AejjXyuévyv
xa0àpavreç oùSèv ^ttov êcppoûpouv. e7teX0oü(ta Sè y AvTtyovt) xat yuptviv
eùpoûcta tov vexpôv àvotpKoÇacta èauTYjv etctayyéXXet "... Creon threatens them
with a death sentence, if they wouldn't find the perpetrator. After clearing away
the dust that had been sprinkled on top [of the corpse], they continued to guard
it with the same effort. Antigone walks on and after finding the corpse bare she

gives herself away by uttering a cry of lamentation". The imperfect refers to a

repeated/continuous action that is not one of the main 'events' of the play.
25 WILLI (2017) 237-244 - though I disagree with his claim (p. 244) that the

present is a marker of "oral (direct)" communication; in my view, it does not signal
the presence, but the absence, of a narrator communicating with a narratee.
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mythography on the basis of the standard view of the 'historic
present' as underscoring 'dramatic' turning points or lending
narrative an 'eyewitness' feel.26

2. Arrival scenes in teller and reflector modes

Historiographers like Herodotus and Thucydides occasionally

revert to the Nullstufe of narrative and the synoptic use of
the present tense to reel off quick genealogies or summarize
events that are off the main story-line.27 Xenophon, meanwhile,
makes extensive use of 'zero grade' statements in articulating
Cyrus' march inland in the first book of the Anabasis-.

êvT£Î>0£V sEsXaiJvsi. CTTaOgoùç §uo TiapacràYYaç §éxa Ira tov Tapov
TOTagov, où to sùpoç vpta TiXéOpa. Ivt£Î>0£V s£sXauvsi <7Ta0pov
Iva -TiapaaâYYaç tisvts Ira tov Ildpagov TiOTagov, où rjv to sùpoç
(TTaSiov. êvT£Î»0£v IcôXa'jvôi (TTa0[xoùç §60 7iapac7aYTa? ~£VT£xat-
§£Xa £LÇ 'IctCTOUÇ, T% Kl/.LXLXÇ £(jyaTY]V TloXtV Ira TV] 0aXdcTT7]

otxou[X£VY]v, g£YdcXY]v xai £Ù§aigova. £VTaü0a e/ueivav r^jlpxr
Tpâç- xal Kopcp jrap^aav... (Xen .An. 1, 4, 1-2)

"Thence he marches two stages, ten parasangs, to the Psarus

river, the width ofwhich was three plethra. From there he marches

one stage, five parasangs, to the Pyramus river, the width of
which was a stadium. From there he marches two stages, fifteen

parasangs, to Issus, the last city in Cilicia, a place situated on the
sea, and large and prosperous. There they remained three days;
and there came to Cyrus..."

26 Cf. e.g. LiLJA (1968) 111 on Acus. fr. 22, entirely ad hoc. pisyexat "merely
states a fact"; toieT "describes a crucial event with far-reaching consequences";

ytvETat pamXeûç: a "significant fact"; aTOiXet xtX. "bring before the reader's eyes
the complicated sequence of events which proved fatal to Caineus". See also Dover
(1997) 67-68, who despairingly comments that the early Greek prose authors "mix
aorist, imperfect, and present in narrative in such a way as to preclude explanation
of the tense of any given verb-token in semantic or rhetorical terms". FOWLER

(2001) 113-114 is ill at ease with the 'eyewitness' interpretation, arguing that we
should not conclude from the present tense that the mythographers "pretended
that the gap [between past and present] was not there".

27 Cf. e.g. Hdt. 6, 71 (genealogy ofLeotychidas); Thuc. 1, 136-137 (the post-
Salamis career of Themistocles).
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It has often been observed that Xenophon uses present-tense
è^eÀauvEL not so much vividly to highlight dramatic turning
points, but to structure the narrative into discrete episodes;
Willi felicitously compares Xenophon's E^cXauvE [.-statements to
chapter headings.28 They convey the length of the journey and
the place where Cyrus and his army arrive and stop, after which
the narrative proper is picked up and filled out in flexible

ways, for instance, by offering more or less brief descriptions of
the place which the army has reached (tov T'dcpov TtoTapov, o5

9jv xtX.) or a more elaborate account of what happened there
(svTocüOoc EfxsLvav xtX.).

In order to illustrate the 'teller' and 'reflector' modes, I will
now focus on arrival scenes which are filled out with descriptive
material. Here is first an example of the teller mode:

svtsü0sv sEsXauvst aTaOgoùç Tpsïç TrapaCTàyyaç si'xoatv siç KsXat-
vàç, t% Opuyiaç TioXtv oixoupivYjv, psyaXviv xai sùSaipova.
svTaü0a Kupcji ßaaiXsta rjv xai TiapàSs«joç piyaç àypiwv
07]piwv TrXv]pY]ç, â sxsïvoç èÔrjpeuev aTio ottioi), otiots yupvaaat
ßoüXoiro éauTOv te xai toÙç lttttouç. Stà psaou Se toü TiapaSsi-
CTOu gsx è MaiavSpoç 7roTapoç- ai Ss ïi^yai auToü siatv ex xwv
ßaaiXsiwv- psî Sè xai Stà t% KsXatvwv 7toXscûç. s'cm Sè xai
psyaXou ßaaiXstop ßaaiXsta sv KsXatvaïç spupvà s7ii Taïç 7tY]Yaïç
toü Mapaüou 7ioTap,oü î)7io r/j àxp07i6Xs(.- psi Sè xai oûtoç Stà

r/jç 7i6Xsa>ç xai spßaXXst siç tov MaiavSpov- toü Sè Mapaüou to
sùpoç SC7T1.V sixocrt xai 7isvts 7ioSwv. svTaüöa XsysTat Ä7i6XXa>v

sxSsïpai. Mapaüav vtx^oaç spi^ovTa oi Tispi <ro<piaç, xai to
Sspga xpspàctai. sv tcÎ) avTpcp S0sv ai 7iY]Yaf Stà Sè toüto o

7TOTap,oç xaXsÏTat Mapaûaç. svTaü0a e/ueive Kûpoç irçpipaç
TptàxovTa. (Xen. An. 1, 2, 7-8)

"Thence he marches three stages, twenty parasangs, to Celaenae,
an inhabited city of Phrygia, large and prosperous. There Cyrus
used to have a palace and a large park full ofwild animals, which
he used to hunt on horseback whenever he wished to give himself

and his horses exercise. Through the middle of this park
flows the Maeander river; its sources are beneath the palace, and

28 Willi (2017) 240; see also Sicking / Stork (1997) 150; Rijksbaron
(32002) 24. For a wide-ranging account of Xenophon's various formulas for
travel and distances in An., see Rood (2010).
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it flows through the city of Celaenae also. There is likewise a

palace of the Great King in Celaenae, strongly fortified and situated

at the foot of the Acropolis over the sources of the Marsyas
river; the Marsyas also flows through the city, and empties into
the Maeander, and its width is twenty-five feet. It was here,
according to the story, that Apollo flayed Marsyas, after having
defeated him in a contest of musical skill; he hung up his skin
in the cave from which the sources issue, and it is for this reason
that the river is called Marsyas. Here Cyrus remained thirty
days."29

What is typical of the 'teller mode' is that the description of
Celaenae has the character of an excursus, in which the
narrator communicates with the narratees behind the characters'
backs, so to speak. The description is clearly set off from the

surrounding narrative by anaphoric evtocuSoc, which is repeated
when the story is resumed after the pause. The narrator then
first comments with hindsight on Cyrus' palace and normal
pursuits in Celaenae in durative and iterative imperfects
(ßaalXeia 9jv lO^psuev, otcots ßouXotTo) — states of affairs
which ceased to exist after Cyrus' death (to be narrated later
on). He next shifts to the omnitemporal/generic present tense

- and, as <hà picrou shows, a bird's-eye perspective - to relate
information about the city's main sights.30 Finally, he adds a

mythical story related to the place, introduced by a 'source
reference' (XéyeTaO, which conventionally marks mythical and other
material in need of corroboration by independent authorities
(here presumably the well-known mythical story any educated
Greek could tell you), and he throws in an explanation of the

name of the River Marsyas, introduced by the equally formulaic

29 All translations from the Anabasis are taken from BROWNSON / DlLLERY

(1995), with occasional modifications. All translations from other texts are my
own.

30 For this use of the present, see RlJKSBARON (32002) 10. 'OmnitemporaT
should be taken to mean that these presents refer to states of affairs which
obtained in the past (including the time at which the story is set), obtain now,
and presumably will continue to obtain in the future. However, it is fair to say
that the present tenses first and foremost profile the existence of the described
features of Celaenae in the present of the narrator and narratees.
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xocXeÏToa. Now, the features mentioned were no doubt also

there during the visit of Cyrus that is described in the Anabasis,
but that is not how the narrator frames things: what matters is

that, should you care to visit, they are still there to be found in
the present. It is not at all made clear whether Cyrus or the
soldiers in the army were aware of any of the things on which the
historian focuses our attention - and that may just be the point:
if only Cyrus had paid more attention to stories such as that of
Marsyas, which deals with people challenging their betters...

I now turn to two arrival scenes from the Anabasis that are
told in the reflector mode:

Ivtsu0sv S' ènoQEvdrjaav ol "EXXyjvsç Sià Maxpwvwv <7Ta0poùç
Tpèïç TiapaaâYYaç Séxa. Tvj 7tpcoTfl Sè T^pLÉptjc àcpixovTO ènl tov
TioTagov 8ç topiÇe rrjv xwv Maxpwvwv xal rrjv xwv 2xu0y]v«v.
elxov S' ÛTxèp Ss£uöv ywptov oïov yaXsTrwraTov xal se àpiarspaç
aXXov TcoTagôv, sic, ov eveßaXXev ô ôplÇtùv, Sl' où ë8ei SLaßyjva!..

Sè oûtoç Saaùç SévSpsai. Tiaysai. pèv oïl, txuxvoïç Sé. vaur'
stxsI TiQoafjWov ol "EXXyjvsç ëxoixTov, cttxsuSovtsç êx too ywptou
coç TayvTTa éÇsXOsîv. (Xen. An. 4, 8, 1-2)

"From there the Greeks marched through the country of the
Macronians three stages, ten parasangs. On the first of these
days they reached the river which separated the territory of the
Macronians from that of the Scytheni. There they had on the
right, above them, an exceedingly difficult bit ofground, and on
the left another river, into which the boundary stream that they
had to cross emptied. Now this stream was fringed with trees,
not large ones, but of thick growth, and when the Greeks came
up, they began felling them in their haste to get out of the place
as speedily as possible."

SisX0ovt£ç Sè Tpèïç <7Ta0poùç â<pixovTO xrpoç to MyjSlaç xaXoù-

psvov Tstyoç, xal naqrjXdov slaw aÙTOÎi. Sè cpxoSopyjpivov
7iXlv0oi.ç ÔTiTaïç èv àatpâXTtp xsipivaiç, sùpoç sl'xoai. txoSwv,
ùtjjoç Sè èxaTOv- pyjxoç S' êXéyeTO sïvai. sl'xoai. TrapaaaYYO"'
àjtelxe [M, «7ts;m c, artécrye f| Sè BaßuXwvop où txoXù. Ivtsü0sv
S' ènoQEvdrjaav... (Xen. An. 2, 4, 12-13)

"After travelling three stages they reached the so-called wall of
Media, and passed within it. It was built of baked bricks, laid in
asphalt, and was twenty feet wide and a hundred feet high; its
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length was said to be twenty parasangs, and it was not far distant
from Babylon. From there they marched..."

These descriptions have quite a different 'feel' to them. This
is because, in contrast to the Celaenae passage, the information
about the land of the Macronians and the Median Wall is tied
to the point of view of the Greeks as they arrive at these localities.

Several features help to convey this impression. First and
foremost, the descriptions are cast in the imperfect of
'substitutionary perception'. As Rijksbaron suggests, owing to their
imperfective aspectual value these verb forms present the states
of affairs which they express as 'on-going', and so they can be

'hit' by the gaze of a character in the story; this interpretation
is available in particular if the presence of a perceiving character
(or group of characters) has been explicitly mentioned in the

context preceding 'substitutionary perception' (as here, through
È7ropeu0Y)aav and àtpixovTo).31 I add that the evocation of a

story-internal point ofview is markedly reinforced by the striking
use of past tenses for states of affairs that can in principle be

assumed to be still valid (this holds at least for <Spi£e and evé-

ßaXXev in the first passage and Vjv and à-rrelye in the second):
the past tenses profile the relevant 'omnitemporal' states of
affairs, not as they exist in the present of the narrator and nar-
ratee, but as they obtained at the time of the story. This
promotes an interpretation of these imperfects as representing, not
simply states of affairs, but the perception of those states of
affairs in the past. In the case of eAsye-ro in the second passage,
there is an additional effect: whereas present-tense XeyeTou
refers to some sort of external source which the historian had

at his disposal, eXeye-ro is most naturally taken as referring to
what local guides said at the time-, note in this respect that the
length of the wall could not directly be perceived by the Greeks

on the spot.32

31 Rijksbaron (2012) 340-341 (2018) 140-142; see also Allan (2013) 377.
32 See Gray (2003) on Xenophon's use of story-internal sources as marked

by past-tense predicates of 'speaking', suggesting that Xenophon does this to a
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This brings us to other notable features. First, there is no
bird's-eye perspective in these passages. This is not only made
clear by èXéyero in the second passage, but also by the designations

"above them on their right" (urtep Se^lwv) and "on their
left-hand side" (è£ àpioTepaç) in the first. Secondly, the

geographical information is not clearly set off from the narrative, but
more tightly integrated with it; 'presentative' sentences ("there
were...") reflect how each item presented itself as new to the
Greeks, further reinforcing a 'substitutionary perception' reading
of the imperfects.33 Thirdly, whereas the narrator in the teller
mode freely used names, such as that of the River Marsyas, and

even explained those names, in the reflector mode names can be

absent: thus, the Greeks encounter just "another river" (àXXov

Troxapov), ofwhich they do not know the name. More generally,
the quality of the information given is on the whole geared
towards the knowledge, interests, and needs of the Greeks. For
instance, the fact that the forest they pass through consists of
trees that were "not thick, but dense" (TOxysm. pèv ou, noxvoïç
Sé) is relevant to the Greeks, as they have to cut it down.34

3. Escaping the 'pull of the present'

Now we have analysed some relevant passages in detail, it is

time to zoom out and set Xenophon's descriptive practices in
the arrival scenes of the Anabasis in a broader context. It may
first be observed that the teller and reflector modes are not used

at random. In the Appendix I provide an overview of the
distribution of present- and past-tense descriptions in the Anabasis

as well as of present-tense XéyeTai-statements. From this list it

greater extent than Herodotus and Thucydides. If àneïx£ *s the correct reading,
the information about the wall's distance from Babylon probably still belongs to
what the guides said (if the present is correct, we are dealing with a shift into the
'teller mode'; I will return to this in the next section).

33 For 'presentative' sentences, see DlK (1995) 221-228.
34 Similarly, in An. 1, 4, 1-2, cited above, the width of rivers is twice given

in the imperfect, as those rivers have to be crossed; cf. Rood (2012b) 171.
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becomes clear that the present tense is used mostly in the first

part of Book 1 and in Books 6-7, while descriptions in the
reflector mode, as marked by the exclusive or predominant use
of the imperfect, occur mostly in the large middle section of the
narrative. The teller mode, then, operates in those parts of the

story in which the Greeks march through territories familiar to,
and settled by, Greeks (namely the Ionian and Black Sea coasts
of modern-day Turkey), while Xenophon shifts to the reflector
mode for parts that are set in the heartlands of the Persian

Empire.35 In this way, Xenophon skilfully (and no doubt with
considerable exaggeration) suggests that those Persian territories
are utterly unknown and normal frames of reference no longer
apply: there is no outside authority capable of telling the nar-
ratees how things 'are' or 'look' in his own name; the near-
absence of present-tense AeyeToc [.-statements further underlines
how there are no general Greek tales to draw on in order to
make sense of the landscape. There is only the Greeks' experience

to be reported: they are on a journey of discovery of sorts,
and we, the readers, discover all those unfamiliar places with
them. The reflector mode descriptions considerably heighten
the uncanny and claustrophobic atmosphere of the Greeks'

retreat. Above all, the effect is psychological: they make it
possible for the reader to empathize with the Greeks as they come
across ever new perceived dangers.36

Current analyses of perspectival phenomena in Greek literature

to some extent obscure how novel Xenophon's handling
of arrival scenes is. It is at least fair to say that the often rather
static categories of structuralist narratological paradigms encourage

a heuristic process whereby certain narrative devices are
discovered to 'already' exist in ancient literature (preferably
Homer). Rijksbaron's treatment of'substitutionary perception'

35 Cf. Rood (2012b) 171-172.
36 For a wide-ranging treatment of the function of space in the Anabasis, see

PURVES (2010) 159-195. For some other ways in which the Anabasis shifts from
being a fairly standard historiographical work into something much less conventional

and more adventurous, see Bradley (2001); Grethlein (2012).
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is a case in point. He first gives a number of examples taken
from modern fiction and then adduces a wide range of Greek

passages, ranging from epic to the novel, which are said to
exhibit important similarities with the modern ones. He includes

one Homeric passage {Od. 7, 81-137, describing Odysseus'
arrival at Alcinous' palace), which goes to show that the
phenomenon "makes a quite spectacular entrance into European
literature" already in Homer.37 It is tempting to conclude that
'subsitutionary perception' as a mode of narration was available

to Greek authors from the very start (indeed, that it is a universal

category) and, especially given the "spectacular" nature of
some of the early examples, was as much an aspiration of Greek
as it unquestionably is of modern literature.38 On a more abstract

plane, this outcome comfortably fits a traditional narrative
according to which ancient authors constantly hearkened back

to great predecessors and the tradition as a whole resisted change
(was "in the grip of the past").

In my view, this conclusion should be resisted. What is

needed is a more dynamic and historically oriented perspective
on narratology, which allows for the fact that literary traditions
'learn', that is, become increasingly effective in achieving existing
communicative aims and may develop new ones, by expanding
the repertoire of stylistic devices or by assigning new functions
to existing ones.39 In order to trace such developments, both
qualitative and quantitative considerations need to be taken
into account. While I do not deny that reflector narrative in
Homer exists, it is not, I believe, a device used with the sort of
self-conscious awareness and artistry as in the Anabasis. Let us
take the passage adduced by Rijksbaron, in which Odysseus
looks at Alcinous' palace.40 First, as Rijksbaron himself notes,

37 Rijksbaron (2012) 356 (2018) 153.
38 See Stanzel (82008) 16.
39 See in general Fludernik (2003). Arnaud (1998) presents the interesting

test case of the use of the English progressive tense, which on a micro-level exemplifies

both sorts of development.
40 De Jong (2001) 129 counts seven other descriptive passages containing

imperfects in the Odyssey, none nearly as elaborate as that about Alcinous' palace.
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the passage contains a lot of information which exceeds the

perception of Odysseus and before long (at 7, 103) even shifts
into the present tense and the teller mode.41 Furthermore,
although Odysseus is described as being affected by what he

sees and as standing in wondrous admiration (7, 82-83 noXXà.

8é ot xvjp / ôppouv', "much did his heart ponder"; 133 sv6a

azoic 6y]sIto, "standing there he gazed"), not all that much is

made of this. Thus, awestruck as he may be, he is perfectly capable

of making sense ofwhat he sees; vague designations, like the
nameless ocXXov noTapiov in the Xenophontic passage cited
above, do not occur, nor is the description limited to elements
which are of particular relevance to Odysseus. Irene de Jong
is right, I think, to take the occurrence of 'substitutionary
perception' in the first place as "an effective means of suggesting
the unsurpassed splendour of the Phaeacian king's domicile,
which makes even an experienced traveller like Odysseus stand
in awe"42 - that is, in contrast to reflector mode descriptions in
the Anabasis, this one is ultimately more concerned with the
perceived entities than with the perceiver.

We can usefully expand these observations from individual
passages to groups of similar scenes. While I cannot here
offer a complete survey of arrival scenes in Greek literature

up to Xenophon, a few things can be mentioned in order to
further corroborate my point. First, properly geographical
descriptions in Homer are much more frequently given in the
teller mode than in the reflector mode, as in the following
passage:43

fXVY]CTT?ip£Ç S' ixvaßdcvTsp êTtéjrXeov ûypà xéXsuOa,
Ty]Xs[xdcytp <povov atTiùv êvi cppsotv ôpfxatvovTsç.

41 Rijksbaron (2012) 353-357 (2018) 151-154; also de Jong (2001) 176.
The problems surrounding the various tenses used in the passage have recendy
been discussed afresh by XlAN (2018).

42 DE Jong (2001) 176.
43 Kahn (1973) 245-249 collects 11 Homeric instances of geographical

'expositional formulas' with ecm ("there is"); only one (Od. 22, 126) has the
imperfect (probably because the item no longer exists in the narrator's now).
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IctTL Se TIÇ V^CTOÇ [XSC7CTY] OcXl 7I£Tp^£(TC7a,
[X£CTCTY]YÙÇ 'I0àxY]Ç T£ Sdtfi.Ol.6 T£ 7MUTOXXoÉ<J<JY)<;,

'Aaiepiç, où p,£yàXY], XtgévEÇ S' Ivt vaùXoyot aÙTÎj
àfxçtSopioi.- TTj t6v y£ (iévov XoyowvTEÇ Ayatot. (Hom. Orf. 4,
842-847)

"The suitors embarked and sailed over the watery ways, pondering
in their hearts sheer murder for Telemachus. There is a certain
rocky island in the middle of the sea, in between Ithaca and rugged

Samos, Asteris, of no great size, but there is a harbour in it
where ships can lie, with an entrance on both sides. There the
Achaeans were lying in wait for him."

The island Asteris is described in the teller mode, as existing
independently from the characters perceiving or acting in it.
To be sure, the passage has its own artistry, inasmuch as it
suggests that the suitors sail to Asteris during the time it takes the

narrator to describe it: they set sail as the description starts, and

are lying in wait when it ends.

However that may be, when we next turn to prose and
consider how Greek historians elaborate the 'zero grade' narratives
of the early mythographers by inserting descriptive material,
we see that they, too, on the whole adopt the teller mode (perhaps

from Homer), not the reflector mode. The former is, as

far as we can tell, the exclusive mode in which Hecataeus
presents geographical information, and Herodotus follows suit,
not least in the long narrative of Xerxes' march into Greece

(7, 26-127, an important intertext of the Anabasis).44 Thucy-
dides, too, an author often praised for the psychological
insight he provides into his characters' motives, mostly uses
the present tense as the vehicle for imparting geographical

44 Rood (2012a) 127-128 mentions the present tense as characteristic of the
Greek 'geographical style' and of Herodotus. For Hecataeus, see e.g. FGrH
1 F 207: 'ExaTaïoç èv Antat' "èç p.èv toüto rj Beyetptxv), syovTat S' aÙTÔv Xot."
xat TOxXtV' "pé'/pt p.èv toutwv Xot." xat ~à/.tv- "Xotnt S' ôuoupéount —pop rjXtov
àvtnyovTa AîÇvjpsç" "Hecataeus in his Asia: 'Becheirike extends to that point, the
Choi border on them'; and again: 'The Choi extend as far as them'; and again:
'The Dizeres border the Choi to the east'".
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information, even in passages in which one might expect otherwise.

Consider:

ol §S A07]Vaï(X TVjç 7l6XsCÛÇ TOOJTY]Ç ÇuVOOuÇofXSVY)<; TO TipWTOV
ëôeiaâv ts xal evôfuaav S7il ty] Eußol^ pàXiaTa xa0laTacr0ai.,
6ti ßpayu? scttiv è StanAouç Tipoç to K^vatov t% Eußola?.
(Thuc. 3, 93, 1)

"When this city was being founded, the Athenians were at first
alarmed and they believed that it was being set up especially
against Euboea, because the passage from Caeneum, a promontory
of Euboea, to there is short."

àvTtXsyovTWV Sè xavà TuyYjv ysipcbv sTnysvopsvoç xarrjveyxe
tocç vaîiç èç ty)v IluXov. xal ô AY]poa0svY]ç eù0ùç rjÇîoo TsiylÇs-
er0ai to ytüptov (stiI touto yàp £uvsx7rXsü<Tai)> xal ànecpaive
TroXXvjv sÙTioplav ^uXwv te xal Xl0wv, xal <pii<rst xapTspov ôv xal
spYjpov aÙTO te xal stiI ttoXù t% ywpaç- à-nsysi yàp araSfouç
pàXiCTTa r\ IfuXoç t% STrâpTYjç TSTpaxoalouç xal scttlv sv ty|
MsctctyjvI^ 7TOTS ouCTY] yfj, xaXoîiai Sè aÙTYjv ol Aaxs8ai.p6vi.oi.
Kopixpàaiov. (Thuc. 4, 3, 1-2)

"While they were making objections, a storm happened to come
on and carried the fleet to Pylos. Demosthenes at once urged
them to fortify the place (for, he said, that was why he had sailed
with them), and he showed them that there was plenty of timber
and stones, and that the position was naturally strong and,
together with much of the surrounding country, unoccupied.
For Pylos is about four hundred stadia distant from Sparta and is
situated in what was once the territory of Messene; the Spartans
call it Coryphasium."

These passages nicely show just how strong the 'pull of the

present' is in supplying geographical information. In the former,
the short crossing from the newly founded city Heraclea to
Caeneum is the reason (otl) for the Athenians' worries; yet,
despite the fact that the Athenians' viewpoint is explicitly inscribed
into the text with the phrase ISeiaàv te xal èvoptaav, the remark
about the distance between the cities is presented in the teller
mode, in the present tense. In the second passage, a proper
arrival scene, Demosthenes makes his fellow commanders
see (à7té<paive) the benefits of the spot where they have landed.
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Among these, he points to the fact that the landing place and
the country around it are unoccupied for a considerable
distance (IpYjpov aÙTO Te xod è~l noAu T?jç ycopaç). But the reason
for this (yap) is given in the teller mode, which uses the present
tense and slips in some extra information about an alternative

name for Pylos used in Sparta.
To be sure, the reflector mode is not entirely absent from

Thucydides' geographical descriptions. Friedrich Sieveking,
who was unfamiliar with the phenomenon of reflector mode
narrative, but a shrewd analyst of Thucydides' descriptive practices,

offers a summary overview of the occasional use of the

imperfect in the relevant passages.45 From this it appears, first,
that substitutionary perception is not the chief reason for the

use of the imperfect. Rather, it is used in the first place to
describe things that no longer exist: e.g. 4, 8, 6 y] yàp vt)ctoç y]

ScpaxTYjpla xaXoupevv) tov te Aipiva 7rapaTelvou<ja xal èyyùç
È7uxe!.[Jiév/] èyupov toisT ûXcoSt]ç te xal aTpißyjp 7taaa Û7t'

èpYjplaç yjv xal... "Now the island called Sphacteria makes the
harbour safe, as it stretches along the mainland and lies close

to it it was covered with woods and entirely without roads
because it was uninhabited" - in anticipation of the burning
down of the woods. Secondly, cases that do appear to mark the
reflector mode are limited to single clauses and forms of Vjv: e.g.
4, 43, 3 ol §è Û7roycop^<TavTsç 7tpoç alpaaiàv (^v yàp to ycoplov

7rpoCTavTeç 7tav)... "When they had retreated to a stone wall
(for the ground was everywhere steeply sloping)...". It is clear,

then, that Xenophon goes well beyond what his immediate
predecessor did. Fie both uses the reflector mode in a more
sustained way and he elaborates the form by including a broader
set of devices (not just tense, but also perceiver-oriented deic-
tics like "on their left hand", presentative sentences, 'vague'
designations) as well as a wider variety of verbs. Indeed, a TLG
Online search makes clear that (SpiÇe and svsßaXXsv, in the first
reflector mode passage cited above, are the only imperfects of

45 Sieveking (1964), especially 162-163.
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these typically 'geographical' verbs in the required sense in extant
classical Greek literature.

While further research into potential precedents is no doubt
useful, I tentatively claim that the start of at least one type of
'reflector narrative', that in arrival scenes, lies with Xenophon.
In turn - though that is another story - Xenophon's novel
techniques probably exerted great influence on subsequent Greek
literature, not in the least the novel. One thinks here, for instance,
ofAchilles Tatius' magnificent description ofAlexandria (5, 1) in
the reflector mode.46 Yet, I end this section on a note of caution.

My intention is not to claim Xenophon instead of Homer as the
father of reflector mode narrative as it is used today, but merely
to claim that he represents an important phase in the development

of the style. To put it as clearly as possible, Xenophon was

no Virginia Woolf. It is interesting to note in this respect that
even Xenophon does not always escape the 'pull of the present',
as appears from those instances in which present tenses appear
in between imperfects in arrival scenes, as in:

IvTstiOsv gj-sXaiivsi <rra0pov Iva TrapacràyYaç tiIvts ém TtuXaç
KiXtxtaç xai t% Suptaç. rjaav SI TaCira Stio TSty/), x0" T°

plv I(7cü0sv <to> Tipo T?jç KtXodaç Sl)évvs(7tç eîxe x0" KtXtxwv
çuXaxY], to SI ëE,a> to rrpo t% Soptaç ßaatXlwç êXéyeTO cpuXaxrj
<pi)XàTTStV. Slà ptitTOU SI TOOTCÜV TTOTagOÇ KàpCTOÇ ovoga,
sùpoç TrXlGpoo. (Xen. An. 1, 4, 4)

"Thence he marches one stage, five parasangs, to the Gates
between Cilicia and Syria. These Gates consisted of two walls;
the one on the hither, or Cilician, side was held by Syennesis and
a garrison of Cilicians, while the one on the farther, the Syrian,
side was reported to be guarded by a garrison of the King's troops.
And in the space between these walls flows a river named the
Carsus, a plethrum in width."

Apparently, it is simply so conventional to state that rivers
"stream" through some place that the present tense is much the

46 For that description, see MORALES (2004) 100-106. It is increasingly being
acknowledged that the Anabasis was important to the development of the Greek
novel; cf. TrZASKOMA (2011).
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preferred tense to articulate the fact. In this light, most editors'
preference for àTreïye &è BaßuAwvoi; où tcoAù at An. 2, 4, 12

(cited above) over the better attested (and indeed no doubt
conventional) kizt/zi may say more about modern tastes than
about Xenophontic practice.47 As a further example, consider

once more the sentence which starts off the episode about the
Macronians, cited above: èvTeùôev S' ÈTtopeùO^rjav of "EAAt]-
veç Stà Maxpcovcov. In a truly sustained 'reflector narrative'
the name Màxpcoveç would probably not appear, because the
Greeks have no idea who the Macronians are. In fact, they
find out only later on, when they question the inhabitants, who
when asked, "said that they were Macronians" (4, 8, 5 ol S' eIttov

ÔTL Màxpcoveç). From the perspective of modern readers,
the opening sentence with hindsight even introduces a jarring
note, as if the narrator had accidentally given the game away.
A similar 'spoiler', many modern readers feel, mars the most
famous passage of the Anabasis. The exhilaration felt by many
readers at the famous cry of the Ten Thousand (4, 7, 24 SocAocttoc

OaAocTToc, "the sea, the sea!") depends in large part on the fact
that the whole scene is narrated through the eyes of the soldiers

at the back, who cannot yet see the sea, so that the news comes
as a surprise. However, in most manuscripts, the scene is
introduced with a sentence in the teller mode, deriving from an
omniscient narrator, which spoils the surprise:

S7tsl §è of TipWTOt êyévovTO gm toü opouç xai xatstSov rfjv
OâAaTTav, xpauyfj ttoAAy) lysvsto (Xen. An. 4, 7, 21)

"Now as soon as the vanguard got to the top of the mountain
and caught sight of the sea, a great shout went up."

47 On the other hand - and this is another testimony of the 'pull of the
present' - scribes were more prone to changing imperfects to presents than the
other way round: see the Appendix below; Athenaeus (9, 390d; 14, 651b) also
substitutes presents for imperfects in quotations ofAn. 1, 5, 3 and 2, 3, 14, but
never the other way round. Some other mixed descriptions are discussed by
RlJKSBARON (2012) 348-361 (2018) 155-158, though not in terms of conventional

frames of reference. See the Appendix for a full overview.
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The offending words, xai baXaTxav, are left out by a single
(though important) manuscript (C1). Editors who wish to follow
suit need to decide if medieval scribes are likely to have been

more or less sensitive to the subtleties of reflector mode narrative
than Xenophon.

4. Enargeia and the reflector mode

In settling such issues, it would be useful if we could rely on
secure knowledge of ancient reading habits. In this respect,
recent work on the ancient stylistic concept of evapyeta (usually
rendered as "vividness") offers particularly promising new
avenues of inquiry.48 As it happens, one of the most elaborate
definitions of evapyeta to have survived from Antiquity concerns
a comment on Xenophon's Anabasis. In his Life ofArtaxerxes

(8-13), Plutarch includes a lengthy report of the Battle of
Cunaxa. While Plutarch focuses mostly on an evaluation of the

protagonists - commenting, for instance, on Cyrus' recklessness

and the Greek general Clearchus' undue caution - he refers readers

looking for a more exciting account of the same events to
the Anabasis (1, 8):

TYjv pâyyv êxslvYjv tioXXwv piv à—y;yyeXxotcov, Esvoçcôvtoç
Se povovouyl SsixvÙovtoç xai toïç 7ipâypacn.v wç où ysys-
vYjpévotç, àXXà yivopévotç éqxaTavTOÇ àsl tov àxpoar/jv êp7ia0Yj
xai auyxtvSuvsùovTa §tà TYjv êvdcpystav, oùx iem voùv iyovTOç
STrs^YjystCTÖai., TrXvjv ôcia xwv à^iwv Xoyoo Tiap^XOsv sitisiv êxsï-
vov. è psv oùv totoç êv 4> —apôTaçavTO Koùvaça xaXsîrai. xai
BaßoXwvo? aTisysi. crTaSiooç 7isvTaxoaiooç. (Plut. Artax. 8, 1-2)

"Since many writers have left reports of that battle, and since
Xenophon brings it all but before our eyes and through his

48 See especially the now classic work of Webb (2009) 87-106; Walker
(1993) remains good on èvàpyeta in historiography. Recently, èvàpyeta and its
effects have been approached from various cognitive angles, and discussed in
terms of "immersion" (Allan / DE JONG / DE JONGE [2017]) and "embodiment"
(Grethlein / Huitink [2017] 85-88; Huitink [2019]). These various perspectives

all emphasize the importance of intradiegetic points of view to a proper
understanding of èvâpyeioc.
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vividness all the time places the reader, much affected and
sharing in the dangers, near to the action, as if it had not been
concluded, but is going on, it is folly to narrate it in full, except
so far as that man has passed over things worthy of mention.
Now then, the place at which the armies were drawn up is called
Cunaxa and is five hundred stades away from Babylon."

Xenophon's narrative is designed, Plutarch claims, to produce
in readers a largely prereflective, sensory and emotional,
understanding of what the experience of living through the battle
was like. 'Evapyeia is here said to put readers in the position of
an eyewitness to the battle, as Xenophon does not merely "tell"
(cf. à—yyyeÀxoTcov), but "all but shows it to the eyes"; to elicit
from them a phenomenal sense of being physically present in
the plain of Cunaxa, as Xenophon "sets the reader near to the
events";49 and to make them experience the emotions of the
actual combatants (the understood complement of <juv- in
cruyxLvSuveuovTa) for themselves.

Plutarch does not tell us what passages of Xenophon's
Cunaxa narrative or what exact linguistic/narratological devices
struck him in particular as being conducive to evapyeia. But
given his description of evapyeia's effects, it seems likely enough
that he had passages of reflector mode narrative in view.
Xenophon's account does indeed offer such passages, not in the least

at the start of the relevant chapter, which describes the tense
final moments just before the battle.50 The Greek mercenaries
have taken up their positions in the battle line and await the
arrival of the enemy troops of Artaxerxes:

xai ySy Ts yjv piaov ypipaç xai outtw xaTatpavsïç rjaav oi tioXs-

fjuoi- yvixa Ss SsiXy êyîyveTo, kcpâvrj xovtopToç waîisp vstpsXy
Xsuxy, Xpovtp §s auyvtjî üuTspov watisp psXavia tiç sv Ttji TtsSitp
STti ttoXu. Ôts §s syyuTspov êyîyvoVTO, raya §yj xai yaXxoç tiç
yaTpajTTe xai Xoyyat xai ai Taçstç xaTatpavsïç èyîyvovTO. xai

49 Cf. Liddell / SCOTT / Jones (91996) s.v. scpta-rajfat A.I.2 for the expression
ècpfoT7)fj.i toTç 7tpocy[j.aOT "to let someone have a hand in affairs", which nicely
suggests a still more actively involved reader.

50 See further Grethlein (2013) 54-57.
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fjaav 17T7Tsïç pèv Xsuxo0<ypaxsç èm toö sùwvupou xwv 7ioXspi<wv
(Ti<y<jaçspvï)<; êXéyeTO toutcùv apysiv), èyôpsvoi. Sè ysppoç6poi,
èyopsvoi. Sè OTrXtTat aùv TioS^psat £uXivaiç àa7U<nv (AtyuTTTtoi.
[S'] oÛTOt êXéyovTO sïvai), aXXoi S' imzsZç, aXXoi ToÇoTai. ttxvtsç
S' oûtoi xavà I0VY] êv TiXaiatcp TiX^pst àvGpcûTiwv IxacrTOV to
I0voç ETtopeueTO. Tipo Sè aÙTÔv àppava StaXsmovTa auyvov kk'
àXXï]Xwv Ta Sy) Spemxvrçipopa xaXoupsva- elxov Sè Ta SpÉTiava
èx twv à^ovwv sîç nXayiov ànoTSTapiva xal îmo toïç Stçpotç
sîç yvjv ßXsTiovTa, cbç StaxoTiTsiv ôtcj) IvToyyavoisv. ^ Sè yvwpy]
rjv wç sîç tocç tàl-siç twv 'EXXyjvwv IXGovtwv xal StaxoiJjovTWv.
(Xen. X«. 1, 8, 8-10)

"And now it was midday, and the enemy were not yet in sight;
but when afternoon was coming on, there was seen a rising dust,
which appeared at first like a white cloud, but some time later
like a kind of blackness in the plain, extending over a great
distance. As the enemy came nearer and nearer, there were
presently flashes of bronze here and there, and spears and the hostile
ranks began to come into sight. There were horsemen in white
cuirasses on the left wing of the enemy, under the command, it
was reported, of Tissaphernes; next to them were troops with
wicker shields and, farther on, hoplites with wooden shields
which reached to their feet, these latter being Egyptians, people
said; and then more horsemen and more bowmen. All these

troops were marching in national divisions, each nation in a
solid square. In front of them were the so-called scythe-bearing
chariots, at some distance from one another; and the scythes
they carried reached out sideways from the axles and were also
set under the chariot bodies, pointing towards the ground, so as

to cut to pieces whatever they met; the intention, then, was that
they should drive into the ranks of the Greeks as they advanced
with the intention of splitting the opposing line."

Even a commentator as level-headed as Otto Lendle was
impressed by this prose: "Man spürt dem Bericht Xenophons
die Spannung an, mit welcher er das eindrucksvolle Manöver
beobachtet hat, und muß die Anschaulichkeit seiner Darstellung

bewundern".51 As Michel Buijs has suggested, Lendle's
observation about the "Anschaulichkeit" of Xenophon's narrative

can be substantiated by tracing how the historian presents

51 Lendle (1995) 67.
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the arrival of Artaxerxes' army through the eyes of the Greek
soldiers.52 The reflector mode narrative is shaped by a whole host
of devices, including some we have not encountered in the arrival
scenes discussed so far. Buijs points to the adverbial expressions
7]St) and Tocya St), which refer to a character's experience of the

story-now, the designation of the Persian army as ol 7roXéfjuo!,,

which reflects the perceiving characters' point of view, and the
deictic predicates outîco xaToccpaveïç fjaav, sepàv/j, lyyuxepov
lyiyvovTO, and xaxacpavslç lyiyvovxo. These inscribe an intra-
diegetic point of view into the text, as "appearing" and "moving
closer" imply movement towards some perceiving entity located
in the world of the story. In addition, one can point out that
the negation ounco denies the expectations of the Greek soldiers

(,they thought the enemy would already be there), just as it is

the Greeks who guess at their enemies' motive for taking scythe-
bearing chariots with them (r\ Se yvcop//] Vjv...). Furthermore,
after the initial ingressive aorist ècpàvTj, the description proceeds
largely through imperfects (oxe 8s èytyvovxo, vjaxpauxe,
xaxacpaveïç èytyvovxo, etc.). Finally, it may be noted more
generally that the details which the narrative provides about the

army's appearance become ever more fine-grained as it approaches.
A particularly nice touch is that, when it comes too close to take
in as a whole, the information is divided over increasingly briefer

anaphoric clauses (èyopevoi. Sé/èyopevoi 8é; àXXot S'/àXXoi.) and
then an asyndeton (TtoS^psai. puXivsac ianiaiv). These divisions

convey the impression that the scene is scanned by observers ever

more quickly moving their eyes and head from left to right in an
effort to take it all in.53

It is likely that Plutarch was sensitive to at least some of the

linguistic devices mentioned here. His remark stands as a

testimony to ancient readers' appreciation of reflector mode narrative,
which may have contributed to its further development. Yet, in

52 Buijs (2005) 108.
53 See Huitink (2019) 180-181, arguing that ancient critics, including

Quintilian and Ps.-Longinus, were very much alive to such syntactic features and
their 'embodiment' effects.
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historiography it was always just one among a set of options
from which the historian could choose. Plutarch reminds us of
that, too. For all that he praises Xenophon, his comment is

double-edged. For the deadpan continuation of his report
(introduced by what I take as an ironically employed pèv oùv

"well then") immediately points up a potential shortcoming of
the sort of riveting narrative Xenophon wrote: apparently, the
historian failed to mention even such a basic fact as that the
celebrated Battle of Cunaxa took place at Cunaxa!54 Wishing

to make his narrative match the experience of the Greek
soldiers at the time, who probably did not know the name of
the place, Xenophon did not use hindsight (the privilege of the
historian) to supply it. And so, Plutarch implies, Xenophon's
striving for ëvapysLoc comes at the expense of a complete and

accurate report of events - that is of the historiographical virtue
of axplßetoc.55 Plutarch's own report of Cunaxa is a useful and

perhaps even necessary supplement to that of Xenophon (especially

for any Fabrices del Dongo among the Ten Thousand),
as it provides readers with an expostfacto, more intellectual sort
of understanding ofwhat happened (and where, how, and why)
as well as with edifying insights into the historical actors' moral
character.

5. Conclusion

In line with the purpose of the Entretiens to offer readers a

synthesis ofwork done in an area of classical scholarship, I have

tried in this chapter to indicate how some of the recent contributions

to the fields of linguistics, narratology, ancient historiography,

and ancient rhetorical theory may be combined in order

54 Plutarch is right: the name "Cunaxa" does not occur in the Anabasis.
In fact, it occurs only here; Plutarch probably derived the detail, along with
much of the rest of his narrative, from Ctesias' Persica.

55 On äxptßeia, see MARINCOLA (1997) index s.v. "accuracy (äxptßeia / to
àxpipéç)".
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to illuminate the nature of Greek historiographical prose, both
synchronically and diachronically. I have also tried to suggest
some future directions the sort of research presented here may
take in order to arrive at a 'grammar' of ancient Greek narrative.
Indeed, I am well aware that each section of my chapter could
be expanded into a much fuller study, which I hope this
programmatic piece may indeed inspire.56

Appendix:

Present- and past-tense descriptions in Xenophon's Anabasis

Present-tense descriptions: 1, 2, 7-9 Celaenae: pel o Mouav-
Spoç 7TOTapop, ai 7iyyal elmv, pel, ecm ßaalXeta, pel xal oûtoç
[Marsyas river] xal IpßaXXe!., to eùpoç èoziv, o TîOTxpoç xaXel-
zoti Mapauaç; 1, 2, 22 Cilician plain: 7teSlov cpepei., 7iepié%ei

[7repteïyev C'DV]; 1, 2, 23 Tarsus: Sià piaou Typ 7roXecoç pel

TîOTapoç KuSvoç ovopa; 5, 3, 11-13 Scillus excursus: 'éazi Sè y
ycopa xtX.; 6, 1, 15 Sinope: 2hvco7teu; olxoum, a.noixoi etcTLv;

6, 4, 1-6 Calpe Harbour: to Sè ycoplov toûto ô xaXeirai. KàX-

7tyç Xtpyv eon xtX.; 7, 1, 24 Thracian Field: to Sè ycoplov olov
xàXXujTov èxTa^aoôal èozi to Gpçcxtov xaXoupevov; 7, 5,
12-13 Salmydessus in Thrace: tcov —oXXal [re. ships] oxeXXoum

xal sxtzltztougl, Tevayoç èaTiv, ol Qpaxeç XVjÇovTai.

Present-tense Xéyexai statements: 1, 2, 8 (Celaenae, where

Apollo flayed Marsyas); 1, 2, 8 (Celaenae, where Xerxes built a

palace), 1, 2, 13 (Thymbrius, where Midas hunted down the

satyr); 1, 2, 16 (xal Xeyexai. SsyOyvat, y KlXmaa Kupou èmSeïÇoti

56 This chapter was written in the context of the "Anchoring Innovation"
research programme of the Netherlands National Research School in Classical
Studies (OIKOS), which is supported by a 2017 Gravitation Grant (Ministry of
Education of the Netherlands, NWO); see <https://www.ru.nl/oikos/anchoring-
innovation/>. Apart from my co-participants at the Entretiens, I would like
to thank Jonas Grethlein for his incisive comments on an earlier version of this

paper.
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to TTpdcTeufxa aÛTy, combined with two instances of IXéysTO

nearby); 3, 4, 11 (Mespila, where the King's wife Medea took
refuge; IXéysTO f); 3, 5, 15 (Susa and Ecabatana, where the

King is said to spend part of the year);57 6, 2, 1 (Cape ofJason,
where the Argo landed [often seen as an interpolation owing to
geographical problems]); 6, 2, 2 (Acherusian peninsula, where
Heracles went down to fetch Cerberus); 6, 4, 2 (Bithynian
Thracians, who treat Greeks who fall into their hands badly).
There are four more occurrences outside the main narrative, in
the 'obituaries' of Cyrus and the generals (1, 8, 14; 1, 8, 28;
1, 8, 29; 2, 6, 29).

Past-tense descriptions: 1, 4, 1 Psarus river: oû Vjv to eûpoç
Tpia 7tXé0pa; 1, 4, 1 Pyramus river: oû Vjv [om. FM] to eûpoç
<jT<x&!,ov; 1, 4, 6 Myriandus city: lp.7TOpi.ov to ycopiov,

œppouv oXxà&eç; 1, 4, 9 Chalus river: full of fishes, oôç oi
SupoL Oeoùç ëvofjuÇov xal ocSoteTv oûx el'cov, al §è xcnpai. ev alç
èaxyvouv Ilapu<jàT[.Soç fjaav siç Çcovyv SeSopivat; 1, 4, 11 at
the Euphrates: tcoXip ocÛtoOi cpxeiro peyàXy xal eûSaipcov

0àt[axoç ovopa; 1, 4, 19 at the Araxes river: IvTaûOa Vjaav

xcopat TtoXXal; 1, 5, 10 Charmande city: toûto [millet] yàp
èv Ty ycopa tîXeïttov; 1, 7, 14-15 towards Cunaxa: Tacppoç
ôpuxTy, 7rapsTST<XTO y Tacppoç, [ev6a ineiaw del. edd.], fjv
7tàpoSoç; 2, 4, 12 Median Wall: fjv cpxoSopypévov uXfiOoip,

pyxoç IXéysTO elvou el'xom. 7rapaaàyyai, à—eïye [M, à—éyzi c,
ànizays. f] BaßuXwvop où 7roXû; 2, 4, 27 'Villages of Parysatis':
Ivyv Sè cïtoç 7toXùç; 2, 4, 28 march tov Tiypyva 7toTapov sv

àp'.TTepà lyovTeç: 7répav toû TtoTapou tîoXlç œxeÏTO peyàXy xal
eûSaipcov ovopa Katvai; 3, 4, 7-9 Larisa Nimrud): IvTaûOa
7t6Xe.ç fjv èpypy peyàXy, ovopa S' aÛTy fjv Aàpma, toû Telyouç
•?jv to eûpoç, cpxoSopyTo, xpyTtlç Û7tyv, 7tapà TaÛTyv Tyv tcoXlv

-?jv [om. C1] 7tupaplç XrGrvy; 3, 4, 10-11 Mespila Nineveh):
ovopa §è fjv Ty 7roXe!. Mé<j7uXa, fjv y xpyrrip XiOou, è7tcpxo§6-

[xyTo Teïyoç; 4, 3, 5 heights in Armenia: ai oyOat aûTat Tpia y

57 Quite possibly an interpolation; see Huitink / Rood (2019) ad loc.
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xsxxapa 7tXs6pa auo xou 7roxapiou à7tsïyov, o&op piia opcoptsvv]

9jv; 4, 4, 2 march through Armenia: sip t)v àtpixovxo xcopnrjv

ptsyaXa] fjv, ßaaiXsiov si/s, xupasip S7r7j<jav, S7ux^&sia fjv
Soccpt.X^; 4, 4, 3 Teleboas river: oûxop fjv xaXop piév, piéyap S' ou,

xcopiai 7toXXai 7tspi xov 7roxapiov Vjaav; 4, 5, 25 villages in
Armenia: ai oixiai Vjaav xaxàysioi; 4, 7, 1 Taochians: /copia
CîSxouv ia/upà oi Tào/oi, xa S7ux^&sia el/ov àvaxsxopinjpiEvoi;
4, 7, 15 Chalybians: oûxoi Vjcjav âv SiâjXOov àXxiptcoxaxoi;
4, 7, 19 city a) sxaXsTxo rupiviap; 4, 7, 21 a mountain: övopia
&s tö ope: Gy/yp; 4, 8, 9 boundaries of the Colchians:
svxauOa fjv opop pisya, Trpocrßaxov &s; 4, 8, 20 Colchian lands:

va &s cjprrçv/] 7toXXà fjv aùxoOi; 5, 2, 3 Drilae: sv fjv ycopiov

pt7]xpo7TOXip aùxcov (ô g., a. sxaXsixo f); 5, 4, 15 a stronghold of
the Mossynoecians: coxeïto xouxo ~po xrjp —oXecop xâjp Mrjxpo-
7toXecoç xaXoupiévTjç; 5, 4, 27-29 stores of the Mossynoecians:
fjcrav Çsiai ai 7tXsI<Jxai, cjxsap <£ s/pcovxo oi Mocmuvoixoi,
xàpua S7Ù xcov àvcoyscov fjv, xouxcov 7tXsi<JTCp <jixcp s/pcovxo,
olvop ôp ôipùp ècpaivsxo slvai; 5, 4, 31 stronghold of the
Mossynoecians: xoià&s fpj xcov ycopicov, a7tsI/ov ai ttoXeiç in' àXXy -
Xcov axaSia oy&o^xovxa, Ûi|j7]X^ te xai xoiXa] Y] ycopa fjv; 5, 5, 2
Tibarenians: y] xcov TißapYjvcov /copa 7toXù fjv 7ts&ivcoTspa xai
/copia eï/ev S7ti OaXàxxY] V]ttov spupivà; 7, 4, 14 Thynians: ai
oixiai xuxXcp 7tspis<JTaupcovTO.

Mixed present- and past-tense descriptions ('no verb' (0) I
take as sc. eaxi/eiai): 1, 2, 5 Maeander river: to sùpop Suo

7tXs0pa 0, yscpupa £7TÎ]v; 1, 4, 4 Gates between Cilicia and

Syria: Vjaav xauxa Suo xsi/Y], Sià pisaou psi 7toTapiop Kàpaop

ovopia, sùpop 7tXs6pou 0 [fjv C^BAE], to pisaov xcov tsi/cov
fjaav axaSioi xpslp; 1, 4, 10 Dardas river: où to sùpop 7tXs6pou

0, svxauOa fjaav xà BsXsauop ßaaiXsia, —apa.Seirjop ë/cov Ttavxa
ôaa âpai cpuouai; 1, 5, 1 plain in Arabia: sv Touxcp xcj> TOTtcp Vjv

pièv y yy tîeSlov a.—av xtX., xàç coxiSap av xip xa/o àviaxfj sttl
Xapißavsiv, 7tsTOVTai yàp xxX., xà xpsa aùxcov TjSmxa fjv [scjti
Athen. 9.390d] ; 1, 5, 4 River Mascas: svxaüOa 7t6Xip, ovopia
aux^ Kopcrcox^ 0, 7tspisppsIxo auxa] utco xou Macjxa xuxXcp;
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1, 5, 6 Lydian market: o aifhoç SuvocToa k~zk oßoXoup, y] Sè

x<x7u0y] Suo yohnxaç Attixocç lycopst; 2, 3, 14 villages near
Cunaxa: èvrjv [èv Athen. 14.65lb] ctïtoç, ßaXocvoi, tcov cpoivixtov
oiotç ptèv ev toIç "EXXtjolv Icttiv lSeIv; 2, 4, 25 Physcus river:

yécpupa, IvTocuOa cpxeîro noXiç peyaXT] fj [om. C1] Övopa
TIttlc 0; 4, 3, 1 border between Armenia and Carduchian
territory at the Centrites river: ôç ôpt^st tt]v Appevlocv xal r/jv tcov
KapSouycov ycopav, à7tsïys tcov ôpécov o 7toTap.oç y] S7rra
cttocSLOC.58
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DISCUSSION

A. Cassio: The Acusilaus quotation in P.Oxy. 1611 (a series

of excerpts of literary and mythographical nature) deals with
the story of Caeneus (Kaiveùç), the mythical king of the Lapi-
thae, who was first a woman but was changed into a man by
Poseidon, and rendered invulnerable. The actual quotation (fr.
1, iii. 56 ff.) starts with Poseidon having intercourse with Caene

(not yet Caeneus), but since it was impossible for her to bear
children he turned her into a man: Konvoi. Se TÎji 'Eàoctou

piaysTou Iloa<!>§<é>cov inena. (où yàp fjv auT/ji. ispov 7talSaç

[Ml texèv out' è£, exelvou out' e£, ocXÀou oùSevoç) tcole! aÙTTjv

Ilo<je[[.]Sécov àvSpa <xTpco[ro]v. It seems to have gone unnoticed
that KAINHI is morphologically ambiguous, since it can be

interpreted as both the dative of a feminine Kouvt] and the epic
dative of Kouveùç (see Homeric OSucnr^i, 'OïXYjï, etc.). It is

interesting to notice that the only accusative attested in Homer
is Kouvéa (II. 1, 264 Koavéa t' 'E^àSiov te xal domOeov IIoAù-
cpTjpov) and that all the forms of this name attested in Greek,

apart from this one and a Kaivyop in the Argonautica Orphica
170, show the 'recent' declension Kouvécoç Kaivel Koavéa. This

proves that KaLvyji was chosen on purpose in order to make the

ambiguity possible.

L. Huitink-. Thank you for this wonderful observation. In
terms of the purposes of my paper, I think it highlights two
important issues. First, your observation makes it more likely
that our Acusilaus fragment offers us the beginning of a new
episode (for there ambiguous KAINHI would have its fullest
impact), while the end of the fragment also looks as if it gives
us the actual end of the episode. Therefore, it now looks even
more likely that this precious fragment gives us a fair impression
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of the narrative manner of an early mythographer. Secondly,

your observation underlines the fact that, for all that this early

prose seems rather unprepossessing, it in fact is artfully and

carefully shaped in order to produce certain effects. Of course,
I did not mean to suggest that writing 'zero grade' narratives is

at all easy or excludes all artistry - and Robert Fowler has in fact
stressed the remarkable intellectual achievement that is early
Greek mythography in the publications to which I refer.

F. Schironi: What about a comparison between early Preso-
cratic prose and the early historians? As you say, the style of
these historians is not narrative. Yet it reminds me of the
'encyclopedic', list-like style of certain Hippocratic works (e.g.
Epidemics): so should we treat these early prose-writers more as

belonging to another genre (the list/collections of data) rather
than as the predecessors of historical narrative? In other words,
they were compiling 'lists' of myths/histories, which then came
to be expressed through narrative by later writers (i.e. Herodotus),
while the list-like style was transferred to other 'drier' genres,
like medical case studies.

L. Huitink: It would indeed be fascinating to take a look at
what we know about early Greek prose as a whole. You are

certainly right, I think, that doing so would illuminate both
the practices of the early mythographers and of the early historians

like Herodotus. After all, as Rosalind Thomas and others
have shown, Herodotus is at home, and engages with, many
different types of discourse, including Presocratic and Sophistic
non-narrative literature. In that sense, Herodotus is the 'mag-
pie'-like successor to a whole range of earlier Greek literature,
not just the mythographers. Yet, I would maintain that writing
narrative - which is so ubiquitous that we often take it for
granted - has its own challenges, which are just as profound as

those involved in writing, say, refined philosophical arguments.
And here, Herodotus' predecessors in prose were the mythographers.

I think that acknowledging that is also important. For
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example, it is often said that Herodotus is 'still' in part an oral
author. But actually, if Fowler is right to describe mythography
as a written genre, it is fairer to say that Herodotus is oral

'again'. I mean that he may have realised that, in order to find
ways to shape true narratives (taking into account perceptions,
deliberations, etc.) he needed to look back to Homer and adopt
epic (and so also oral) structures into his own prose narrative

- though he did not to any large extent adopt the reflector mode
that is latently present in Homer.

A. Willi: To read the historical presents in the early historiographers

along your lines - indicating that there is no 'mediating
presence' - strikes me as eminently sensible. But the fact that
they can assume that function is also contextually conditioned as

they are not placed within the framework of surrounding narrative.

I think that historical presents in later authors, including
the textbook example in Herodotus 1, 10, in some ways do the

opposite as they disrupt the surrounding narrative flow and by
this very fact draw attention to the existence of the historian's

'mediating presence': they do not so much pull the audience
into the events, as is sometimes claimed, but signpost what the
author wants to be perceived as key points.

L. Huitink: You are referring to the famous sentence, wç Sè

xocxà vcoTou èyévsTO 1oucty]ç yuvouxoç èç ty)v xofr/]v, Û7tex-

8ùç èycopee e?co, xal y yuvv) èTrop à puv èlftovtoc. The effect of
this historical present in my view depends precisely on the fact
that this present 'stands out' from the surrounding past tenses;
it is perhaps this, as much as the present per se, which gives the
reader a 'jolt', which I also would not necessarily describe in
terms of 'being pulled in'. Of course, the present tenses in the

mythographers are different precisely because they are the main
tense; if anything, it is imperfects and aorists which give the
reader a 'jolt'. Perhaps the sort of 'chapter heading' use we find
in those è^eÀauveL-passages I cite in Section 2 deserve further
consideration as cases that may forge a connection between the
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so-called 'annalistic' and the properly 'historic/dramatic' use of
the present: being expanded by properly narrative passages, such

'chapter headings' become more and more stand-alone. This
would very much fit in with examples which Fludernik in her
2003 paper gives of devices (in casu certain discourse markers)
which change function over the course of a literary tradition.

A. Willi-. I find the development you sketch for the early
evolution of historiography very convincing, both as far as the

nature and purpose of the mythographers' texts is concerned
and where you identify Xenophon as the 'inventor' of reflector
narrative. But this then makes me wonder to what extent it
may be due to his literary persona being quite different from
the literary personae of his predecessors - one might say that
Herodotus presents himself as the 'academic researcher', Thucy-
dides as the 'observer and analyst', but Xenophon is the first
'practicioner' historian, and the reflector narrative neatly helps
to underline this role. If that were true, it would be interesting
to know what later historiographers do: after all, they will
operate in a historiographical context which already knows

fully-fledged reflector narrative (thanks to Xenophon), but for
example Polybius certainly does not present himself in a Xeno-
phontian 'practicioner' role.

L. Huitink-. The issue you raise is an important one and

requires much more systematic research than I have been able

to report for this chapter. I should like to emphasize that I do

not see the various modes as successive. Once a fully-fledged
reflector mode has formed, it is available for use by other
authors, but not to the exclusion of the teller mode or indeed
other ways of shaping narrative. Xenophon himself uses the
reflector mode much more sparingly in the Hellenica and hardly
ever in the Cyropaedia (though that may reinforce the link
you perceive with the 'practitioner historian' - Plutarch, by
the way, no doubt thought that Xenophon's evapyeta was the
result of Xenophon's autopsy). The case of Polybius is special,
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I think. He both utters principled objections against ëvapysLoc

(in the much-discussed chapter 2, 56) and he interrupts his
narrative so often that there is hardly room for sustained reflector

mode narrative to develop. Perhaps the more explicitly
'dramatic' Greek historiographers of the Roman Empire are
better candidates. I am thinking first and foremost ofJosephus'
Jewish War.

S.D. Olson\ I am very sympathetic to the idea that narrative
is usefully conceived as a technology, and thus as something
that can be refined through invention: Xenophon, you suggest,
makes significant innovations in story-telling strategies, and
those innovations are adopted by subsequent narrators, who
incorporate and occasionally build upon what he has done.
You present this developmental view as a rejection of an older

one, which treats various narrative modes as something like a

universal grammar of story-telling that is just as visible in
modern texts as in ancient ones. The problem with this way of
structuring the argument is that - as you yourself note - 'reflector

narrative' is already apparent in Odyssey 7 and can scarcely
be an innovation on Xenophon's part. But do you need to reject
a deep 'universal grammar of story-telling' to insist on
Xenophon's power as an innovator? Compare cooking: wet-cooking
(boiling, stewing, and the like) and dry-cooking (roasting, frying,
etc.) are universally available, basic technologies, but we do not
prepare our food as people did in Homeric times or before,
because one individual after another has found a clever variant
on previously developed ways of doing things and passed it on
to others. So too perhaps with the incremental but nonetheless
admirable narrative advances of Xenophon.

L. Huitink: Perhaps I have played down the role of reflector
narrative in the Odyssey a bit too much, although I would still
maintain that it would not figure high on a list of things that
are very 'typically' Homeric. I also would insist that it is useful

if we can speak of different degrees and various shades in such
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matters. I do like your 'cooking' analogy and take its basic

point. Yet, it also raises questions. After all, there are forms of
cooking, say, the currently fashinable 'molecular cooking',
which have not always been universally available (though
molecular cooking is a refined form of procedures available in
both dry- and wet-cooking, I suppose). An equivalent in literature

may be the (purposefully) weird and incoherent narrative
techniques of certain post-modern novels. These, too, of course,
are still somehow anchored in both earlier literary forms and

ultimately in hard-wired cognitive processes. So, the question
is what is 'basic' or 'universal' (or, to use Fludernik's term,
'natural'), and that, I feel, is a question that is difficult to
answer. When do we speak of a 'device', which perhaps implies
some degree of artistry and even some degree of awareness on
the part of the reader that something can be read in a certain
way? Is, for instance, the use of the imperfect enough to force

an interpretation in terms of reflector mode narrative? Did
Homer's contemporary audience read it this way or are we now
conditioned to do so, reared on a diet of Stendhal, Flaubert,
and others? A main purpose of my chapter is precisely to open
up such questions, which seem to me not to have been given
enough attention yet.
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